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'really now', one just cawn't enumerate all
the Society that has swooped upon us, one
cawn't. There rvas a day, I faintly recall,

when people stood for hours watching foi
a Gould, or a Vanderbilt, or an Astor to
emerge from his Fifth Avenue Frontage,
but not now; all the Goulds, Astors and
Vanderbilts are in Hollywood gaping at
movie stars,
The most social-loving of the movie stars

are the Freddie Marches, who recentlv
entertained thc German Prince and Princess
Zu Lowenstein. And the Bing Crosbys, who
ent_ered S-o,ciety via the racetrack, which is
a bona fide way to enter. Bing and his
wife Dixie Lee are frequent week-enders
at the Lin Howards' in Del Monte. the
Lin Howards being the swanky polo crowd.
Miriam Hopkins does all right with So-

ciety and only last month was entertained

!y King Edward.
Acme

Henry Fonda and Frances Seymour
Brokaw. Their romance enhances

the
Half-way care of the teeth is no
joke. Clean your teeth regularly
but don't neglect your gums.
Neglected gumb invite serious

trouble, dentists will tell you.
Why take that chanee ? Forhan's
gives double ptotection. Cloans
and, ushitens teeth, and at the
same time safaguarils gums.
Forhan's is different from other
tooth pastes. It was created by
an eminent dental surgeon to do
both jobs. With it you clean and
brighten teeth; and at the same
time you massage gums, just as

so many dentists advise.

Get

Forhan's, today. It costs no more
than most oldinary tooth pastes
ds ordinaryhalf -waycare.
Aho in Canada.

Socieiy-Hollywood

en+enle.

world"), who visited the Lionel Atwills;
the Countess of Warwick, who is at present the house guest of the Douglas Fair-

Her husband, the seventh Earl of
Warwick, has recently been signed by
Metro for pictures and is due to report
at the studio in a few weeks. Strange to
bankses.

say, Royalty and Society have never made
success in pictures; the public, unlike

a

Hollywood, simply doesn't go for them.
But perhaps the young Earl will prove an
exception. Of course tie racing season
brought out Jock Whitney and his sister
Joan Whitney Payson, Lord and Lady

Cavendish-she's Adele Astaire, Fred's sister-and many others. A1{red G. Vanderbilt could be found dancing at the Troc
almost any evening when the day's races
w:ere over with Florence Rice or Betty
Furness. Barbara Hutton oI the Woolworth millions dropped in for a friendly
look-see, (Jimmy Stewart was her escort),
before.she married Count Haugwitz von

Mrs.

Reventlow. The Honorable

DISTT
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Montagrre liked Hollywood so well she
has taken a house here indefinitely. Oh,

Connie Bennett, Claudette

Colbert, Marlene Dietrich, Loretta Young,
Kay Francis, Joan Crawford, Carole Lom-

bard, Ricardo Cortez, Dick

Barthelmess,

Gary Cooper, and Clark Gable are {avorites of the blue bloods.
And what has the result of this social
invasion been ? Well, you can imagine.

It

has gone right to the pretty littte heads
of half of the Hollywood populace. Movie

stars have compleLcJy lost their perSpective.
They take Royalty big. and they-themselves
have become distressingly stiff and lormal.
They can't relax any more. They shouldn't
forget Prince Georgi. It was noi pomp and
circumstance he wanted in Hollvwood. it
rvas a bit_of hey nonny nonny. But I suppose we shouldn't be too hard on the poor
dears, After all, they're only human;-and

if an Astor, a Vanderbilt, a Countess.
a Duke called you before you'd even

your- second.cup

and
had

of coffee you couldn't help
but feel a bit uppity, now could you? Bui
oh, what a dreadful mistake Holivlvood is
making to take Society so seriously. Society can go Hollywood all right, but it is
most important that Hollywood should not
go Society. When a movie star "goes Society" she, (or he), immediately l,oses her
audience, and once she has estranged her
fans she forfeits her stardom, and when
she has lost her stardom you can be quite
sure that Society wants no part of her

either. Beware of Celebrity-chasing Society
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Rathbone, bei
Derng an lnlant
amateur game, doesn't develop or print his

you have had trouble getting the sort

own fi1ms.
I'11 get around to that, in timg perhaps,"

must master the camera first. When I know
all about that, I'11 be ready to experiment

sunny kitchen, stirring something in a
bowl, perhaps with a dab of flour on one

he said, thoughtfully, "but

I

feel that I

with the film. I beiieve I should have a
real dark-room, fully equipped. I should

also have more spare time than I possess
at the moment. I can scarcely manage time
to shoot all the pictures I want, to cut the
movie film, and to plan effects, as it is.
But when the time comes, I sha11 enjoy the

experiment.
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If

of pictures you'd like to have of Grandma,
Aunt Emma or the twins, perhaps there's
a hint for you in the Rathbone method. Do

"Do you notice that so many foreign
films cut the tops off the characters' heads?
Probably this is an effort to bring out some
interesting feature or expression. I must

see'lvhat can be done about that.

"I believe you can use a mirror in a
number of ways, if you are after something different. I took some shots of Director Boleslawski shaving on location, shooting directly into the mirror he was facing.
It took some maneuvering to eliminate my
own reflection, but I fina1ly got the man
and his shaving bowl."

something different

!

Get Grandma in her

cheek. Surprise Aunt Emma when she's
taking the dogs for a run, or listening to
the radio, or doing something that turns
her attention away {rom your little black

box.

As to the twins, if you must get them out
into the sunshine in order to have the right
light, pretend to take the picture very
solemnly, and when they think it's all over,
click the shutter.

"In fact," elaborated Basil, with a swift
gesture taking in the universe, "a11 you
need to make pictures is a good clear lens,
a lot of imagination, and the ability to
work out the thing first in your

mind.

When you've made some experiments, discovered your mistakes, learned what to
avoid and what to include, you're ready.
"Thinking the thing through beforehand
saves a 1ot of film. But whether you achieve

what you aim for or not, taking pictures
is a hobby worth ridins."

!

